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Assembly Instructions 

Ganging Bracket 
Tools Required 

Package Contents 

 

1. Each side of every Villa unit must use two ganging brackets. 

2. Villa Youth: Whenever possible, each one or two seat Villa 

Youth unit should have at least one side with the larger ‘teeth’ 

ganging bracket installed on that unit. 

3. Ganging Villa: Place one ganging bracket set each at the front 

most and rear most predrilled holes found on the underside of 

each Villa unit. For the large ganging bracket, remove all four 

screws and reuse them to attach the bracket. The smaller brack-

et is to be placed on the connecting Villa unit by removing two 

screws from the corresponding set of predrilled holes and plac-

ing the bracket in the center two holes. See Bottom View. 

4. Ganging Villa to Villa Youth: Attach the ganging brackets to the 

Villa Youth unit per step two and three. For adult Villa units, 

use the predrilled middle set of holes. These holes align with 

Villa Youth and attach the other part of the ganging bracket. If 

your adult Villa unit doesn’t have the middle predrilled holes, 

then attach the bracket by aligning it with Villa Youth holes and 

driving the screws found in the front set of holes.(see page two) 

 

Installation 

 

Figure A 

Figure B 
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5. Ganging Villa Shade to Villa: Attach the large ganging brackets to the Vil-

la per steps two and three. Attach the smaller ganging bracket to the bot-

tom of the Shade (Figure C). 

 

6. Ganging Villa Shade to Villa Shade: Attach the large ganging brackets to 

the bottom of the Shade locating them at the same distance from the back 

as the four screws are located on the bottom of the Villa unit. Locate the 

smaller ganging brackets on the bottom of the other Shade at the same 

distance from the back as the two middle screws are located on the bot-

tom of the Villa unit. (Figure D) 

 

7. Ganging units back to back: Use the template on page 3 to locate the gang-

ing brackets. Space the ganging brackets evenly across the width of the 

unit. 

 

8. Customer then aligns units and slides them together to engage brackets. 

(Figure B). To separate units, customer must lift up on unit with smaller 

Figure C Figure D 
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